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Abstract | i

Abstract

Stylometry is the field of research aimed at defining features for quantifying
writing style, and the most studied question in stylometry has been authorship
attribution, where given a set of texts with known authorship, we are asked to
determine the author of a new unseen document. In this study a number of
lexical and syntactic stylometric feature sets were extracted for two datasets, a
smaller one containing 27 books from 25 authors, and a larger one containing
11,063 books from 316 authors. Neural networks were used to transform the
features into embeddings after which the nearest neighbor method was used
to attribute texts to their closest neighbor. The smaller dataset achieved an
accuracy of 91.25% using frequencies of 50 most common functional words,
dependency relations, and Part-of-speech (POS) tags as features, and the larger
dataset achieved 69.18% accuracy using a similar feature set with 100 most
common functional words. In addition to performing author attribution, a user
test showed the potentials of the model in generating author similarities and
hence being useful in an applied setting for recommending books to readers
based on author style.

Keywords

Stylometry, Authorship attribution, Embeddings, Neural networks, Natural
language processing, Book recommendations



ii | Sammanfattning

Sammanfattning

Stilometri eller stilistisk statistik är ett forskningsområde som arbetar med att
definiera särdrag för att kvantitativt studera stilistisk variation hos författare.
Stilometri har mest fokuserat på författarbestämning, där uppgiften är att
avgöra vem som skrivit en viss text där författaren är okänd, givet tidigare
texter med kända författare. I denna stude valdes ett antal lexikala och
syntaktiska stilistiska särdrag vilka användes för att bestämma författare.
Experimentella resultat redovisas för två samlingar litterära verk: en mindre
med 27 böcker skrivna av 25 författare och en större med 11 063 böcker
skrivna av 316 författare. Neurala nätverk användes för att koda de valda
särdragen som vektorer varefter de närmaste grannarna för de okända texterna i
vektorrummet användes för att bestämma författarna. För den mindre samlingen
uppnåddes en trä�säkerhet på 91,25% genom att använda de 50 vanligaste
funktionsorden, syntaktiska dependensrelationer och ordklassinformation. För
den större samlingen uppnåddes en trä�säkerhet på 69,18% med liknande
särdrag. Ett användartest visar att modellen utöver att bestämma författare
har potential att representera likhet mellan författares stil. Detta skulle kunna
tillämpas för att rekommendera böcker till läsare baserat på stil.

Nyckelord

Stilometri, Författarbestämning, Vektorrum, Neurala nätverk, Språkteknologi,
Bokrekommendationer
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"A book must be the axe for the frozen sea within us."

- Franz Kafka
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Stylometry is the field of research aimed at defining features for quantifying
writing style (Holmes, 1994). The most studied question in stylometry has
been authorship attribution, where given a set of texts with known authorship,
we are asked to determine the author of a new unseen document. From a
machine learning point of view it could be viewed as a multiclass, single
label text categorization task (Sebastiani, 2002). Stylometry is a study dating
back to the 1800s and traditionally it has been done by hand, e.g. counting
the frequencies of certain words in texts and performing statistical analysis
(Mendenhall, 1887; Mosteller and Wallace, 1964). With the availability
of computational and machine learning methods, stylometry has evolved
to employ a range of di�erent methods such as Support Vector Machines
(SVMs), Naïve Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN), and in most recent years
neural networks (Stamatatos, 2009; Jockers and Witten, 2010; Diederich et al.,
2003; Gamon, 2004; Savoy, 2020; Schaetti and Savoy, 2020; Jasper et al.,
2018).

However, studies on stylometry using neural networks have been few. The
question of whether deep learning models are useful for author attribution and
whether neural models can outperform traditional ones remains open (Schaetti
and Savoy, 2020). Neural networks (see Chapter 2.2.1) have the benefit of
being able to perform feature engineering, meaning that instead of picking
features by hand and using them directly for classification, the features are
transformed into a di�erent representation that perhaps benefits classification.
An embedding (see Chapter 2.2.2) is such a representation - a vector of
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continuous values for which the dimensions carry no concrete meaning but
where the relative distances between embeddings for di�erent samples can be
useful in measuring similarity and hence perform author attribution.

The dataset used for author attribution is also a defining factor that puts limits
on performance. Factors include the number of candidate authors, and the
amount of training data. It is di�cult to compare numbers reported in studies
in an absolute way due to di�erent datasets used, however we can look at how
di�erent features a�ect the performance of a model in the same study, and
compare whether the e�ects are similar across studies.

1.1.1 Use case

A reader of a book, e.g. an audiobook or an e-book, that is happy with
their recent reading or listening would likely want to continue that enjoyable
experience by reading more material that is similar. The reader can find books
that are written by the same author, same genre, time period, in the same
cultural area, or with the same topical theme, but it is more di�cult to establish
which books are similar in style, i.e. in the way the author writes and uses
language.

Storytel AB is an audiobook and e-book company that wants to improve their
book recommender system by incorporating more aspects of similarity into the
recommender. One factor that is hypothesized to have a positive e�ect on the
recommendations generated is the style of the author. Hence, from an applied
point of view the purpose of this thesis is to explore how to build and train a
model that has potential to generate book similarities and recommendations
based on style. This can complement traditional recommender systems based
on user ratings or topic, and produce non-obvious recommendations that can
positively surprise the user and increase customer value for the company.

1.2 Problem and research questions

The background leads us to ask three research questions on author attribution
and a fourth question relating to author similarity. The first three follow
naturally from the background however the question on similarity needs an
explanation on triplet loss, and we will provide a short one here that will be
complemented in Chapter 2.2.3. Triplet loss is a way of training a model to
group samples from the same class into clusters. For the author attribution
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task, this is exactly what we want, however it is not certain that the trained
model will also preserve relative distances between clusters, i.e. authors.
Specifically it means can the model answer the question, is author A closer
to author B or author C? Not just being able to tell that author A, B, and C,
are distinct. It is this relative similarity we need in order for the model to be
useful in generating recommendations, hence the fourth research question.

The research questions for this thesis are:

What features will a neural network be able to use most e�ectively to perform

author attribution?

How does the number of candidate authors a�ect author attribution?

How does using embeddings for author attribution compare to using the raw

feature vectors used as input to the neural network?

How does a model trained for author attribution with triplet loss perform on

an author style similarity task?

1.3 Delimitations

The following delimitations have been set due to time and resource constraints:

• Network hyperparameter tuning included a range of reasonable values
for the smaller dataset, and for the larger dataset the tuning had as a
starting point the values that performed best for the smaller dataset for
that feature set.

• The optimal group size and minibatch size (see Chapter 3.2.1) were set
at a reasonable value and never changed.

• Some lexical featuers such as word lengths or Type-Token Ratio (TTR),
semantic features and character level features (see Chapter 2.1.3) were
not included in the study due to the literature promoting them less than
other features.

• The small model of the spaCy library for dependency parsing and POS
tagging was used.
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• The feature ablation performed (see Chapter 3.1.1) is not exhaustive as
that would take too long. It is instead hypothesis based.

• The network architectures tested were limited to feedforward and LSTM
networks (see Chapters 2.2.1 and 2.2.1). Other architectures found in the
literature review such as Echo State Network (ESN) or Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) (Chapter 2.2.1) were not tested.

• Stylometry can also study e�ects of genre and time period, however the
thesis focused only on the author.

• In the larger dataset, translated books were not filtered out as it was not
obvious how to do this or if it is even possible.

1.4 Ethics and sustainability

Language models in general are biased toward the data that was used to train
them, hence it is important we consider the e�ects of this when working
with Natural Language Processing (NLP). In the case of this thesis, the most
common functional words (see Chapter 2.1.3 and Table B.1) present a source
of bias, e.g. when it comes to gender. It echoes the bias of existing literature
on which the choice of top functional words are based, e.g. "his" (#26) and
"he" (#15) are higher on the list than "she" (#28) and "her" (#45). However,
since we utilize at least the top 50 functional words list for our study this will
not matter as the order does not matter once we have all the words as features.
It could be though, that certain words are left out due to being lower on the
list and that the model will match less well with the contemporary or evolving
literature that mirrors the development of society and values.

When working with machine learning sustainability should be considered even
though that might seem like something unrelated to the work. It is valuable
to ask the question of whether a network requiring more intense resources
provides a considerable benefit compared to a simpler network and whether
the increase in computing power is worth it. In the case of our study, we will
see in the results chapter that actually simpler networks worked better for our
specific problem.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Style and stylometry

This chapter provides an introduction to style and stylometry, the methods used
in the quantitative study of style, and also discusses its limitations.

2.1.1 Style

A style is somebody’s personal way of using language (Crystal, 2010). A
language o�ers us many ways of saying something and we have a choice
of which way we want to say it. Most of the time, one person will say it
in a di�erent way than another. How we choose to express a message can
also depend on the circumstances. For instance, the same person writing a
short story will write in a di�erent way when writing a master’s thesis. Style
is all about choice, about the freedom within the constraints provided by a
language. Some authors even like to break the normal rules of language to
give themselves a distinctive style.

The village does not have a post o�ce.
The village has no post o�ce.
The village doesn’t have a post o�ce.
The village hasn’t got a post o�ce.
The village hasn’t got no post o�ce.
The village ain’t got no post o�ce.

The above is one example of how style can vary, progressing from a formal one
to a casual one (Crystal, 2010). Below is another example of stylistic variation,
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this time coming from the order of words.

Wishfully the teenagers sang songs together.
The teenagers wishfully sang songs together.
The teenagers sang wishfully songs together.
The teenagers sang songs together wishfully.

Apart from these two handpicked and simple examples, there are a multitude of
other ways in which style can di�er. This makes style complex, and sometimes
almost intangible. Just think of all the authors you have read in your life,
maybe your favorites. Chances are you consider them having distinct writing
styles, but trying to define how their styles di�er is most likely di�cult.
However, being mathematicians or data scientists we try to reduce complex
things to something we can measure. From a literary or artistic perspective,
this reduction can be questionable, as we will touch more upon in Chapter
2.1.5, but looking at previous studies in stylometry we see that the attempts
at quantifying style have yielded some interesting results in classifying and
profiling authors even though they might be simplified.

An important distinction to make is between style and content. Can we
di�erentiate between the style and contents of a message? Savoy (2020)
answers that although style and content are two di�erent things, they should
be viewed as two sides of the same coin. This is because the author chooses a
style to support a particular message. Other scholars have a di�erent view, that
content is a source of noise in the study of style, since style should be consistent
regardless of the topic of the writing. For instance, some studies have focused
on how to remove topic information in the study of style (Stamatatos, 2018;
Panicheva et al., 2019).

Influences of style include not only the author but also the genre and time
period. Burrows (1992) has seen that texts written by the same author but in
di�erent genres have more variability than texts belonging to the same genre
written by di�erent authors. Some examples are that scientists are required to
use the passive voice, or that the style of poetry and the style of a newspaper
article are distinct. For the time period, each period has its own stylistic
preference. For instance we talk of classical style or postmodern style. By
analyzing speeches from U.S. presidents since the country’s founding we see
that the average sentence length decreases over time, which Savoy (2020)
writes is influenced by a fast-paced life or in more recent years the frequent
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use of texting and tweeting.

When it comes to the author, the style is shaped by individual preference. It
could be the preference of one synonym over the other such as “actually” or
“in fact”, or that some people tend to write longer descriptions in detail while
others opt for concise scripts, or many more personal idiosyncracies. Stylistics
is the field of applied linguistics that study individual style (Savoy, 2020).

2.1.2 Stylometry

As mentioned in the previous chapter, in order to study style as mathematicians
or data scientists it is necessary to represent style in measurable form. Stylometry
is the field of research aimed at defining features for quantifying writing style
(Holmes, 1994). Before going into how the quantification has been done
practically, we present some applications of stylometry.

The most studied question in stylometry has been authorship attribution, or
author identification (Savoy, 2020). The problem statement is that given a set
of texts with known authorship, can we determine the author of a new unseen
document? This question could be closed-set or open-set, meaning either the
unseen document is guaranteed to be of the same author as one of the texts
of known authorship, or that it could be someone completely unknown. Most
research has been done in the closed-set setting. From a machine learning
point of view it could be viewed as a multiclass, single label text categorization
task (Sebastiani, 2002).

A related problem is the one of authorship verification. Here the question is,
did a given author write a given text? Hence it is a problem with a binary
response. The system is given a set of texts written by the candidate author
and one unknown document. This problem is more general than the one
of authorship attribution since we can solve the attribution problem if we
can solve the verification problem e�ectively, by transforming the attribution
problem to a series of verifications - one per candidate author (Savoy, 2020).

The applications of authorship attribution and verification are many. Traditionally
it has been used to attribute anonymous or disputed literary texts to known
authors (Burrows, 2002; Hoover, 2004). A well known and one of the first
studies was a literary study of texts by three founding fathers of the USA:
James Madison, Alexander Hamilton, and John Jay, known as the Federalist
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Papers. A number of these papers have disputed authorship and Mosteller
and Wallace (1964) used stylometric features to attribute them to Madison.
Other applications that have come up in modern times include intelligence,
e.g. attribution of messages to known terrorists (Abbasi and Chen, 2005);
criminal law - identifying authors of harassing messages; civil law - copyright
disputes (Chaski, 2005; Grant, 2007); computer forensic studies - finding out
who wrote malicious code (Frantzeskou et al., 2006); and plagiarism detection
(Savoy, 2020).

Apart from authorship studies, few studies have been made on the other
influencing factors of style such as genre or time period. Karlgren and Cutting
(1994) used a number of lexical and syntactic features to classify genres in the
Brown corpus.

2.1.3 Stylometric methods and features

The very first attempts at quantifying writing style date back to the study
by Mendenhall (1887) which was pioneering during that time. Mendenhall
performed statistical analysis on the plays of Shakespeare by counting the
frequencies of words having di�erent word lengths. After that, the study by
Mosteller and Wallace (1964) was another breakthrough where they used the
frequencies of a small set of common words, e.g. “and”, “to”, and Bayesian
statistical analysis to produce significant discrimination between the candidate
authors.

Since then until the late 1990s research has experimented with a large variety
of features such as sentence length, character frequencies, and vocabulary
richness. An estimation made by Rudman (1997) showed that almost 1,000
di�erent measures had been suggested by late 1990s. During this period, the
methods proposed were computer assisted but not computer based - the aim
was not to develop a fully automated system (Stamatatos, 2009).

Since the 1990s, more powerful machine learning algorithms became available
to handle multidimensional and sparse data which allowed more expressive
expressions (Stamatatos, 2009). New NLP tools have also been developed
and enabled new forms of measures for representing style.

The decade of the 2000s also saw the rise of the internet and hence the
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explosion of the amount of textual content, e.g. emails, blogs, and online
forums. Authorship analysis also followed this trend and studies were made on
so called real-world texts instead of trying to solve disputed literary questions
(Stamatatos, 2009). Since the existence of social media even more textual
content has been generated by billions of authors, and most recently studies
have been done on such texts (Shrestha et al., 2017). These real-world texts
are much shorter than books and it can be asked whether features and methods
that work on one type of text also works on another.

The rest of the chapter describes specific features and the studies that have
used those features, however it is worth to mention that this is by no means a
defacto list of how stylometric studies should be done. As mentioned in the
introductory chapter, style is very complex and the features described below
is the current state of research within this area.

List of features

Stylometric features can be grouped into lexical, character, syntactic, and
semantic features (Stamatatos, 2009). Lexical features have to do with
individual words, while character features with individual letters or characters.
Syntactic features have to do with the structure of a sentence, i.e. the grammar
and the order of words. Semantic features concern the meaning of words.

Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 show stylometric features gathered from (Savoy,
2020; Stamatatos, 2009; Hollingsworth, 2012).
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Table 2.1 – Lexical features
Feature Explanation or example if needed
Mean sentence length
or sentence length
Frequency of most
used (functional)
words

E.g. "the", "of", "and".

Vocabulary size Number of distinct words.
Vocabulary richness TTR is the ratio between the number of words

(vocabulary size) and the number of tokens (text
length). Yule’s K and Simpson’s D are two derivations.

Frequency of least
used words

Instead of looking at the most frequent words, one can
analyze the number of words occurring just once in the
corpus (Hapax Legomena), or twice (Dis Legomena),
or 3,...etc.

Lexical density Indicates the percentage of lexical items (or content-
bearing words) appearing in a text. Content bearing is
the opposite of functional. This measure doesn’t have
direct connection with authorship attribution though
(Savoy, 2020).

Percentage of big
words

A big word is a word composed of six letters or more.
A text with a high percentage of big words tends to be
more complex to understand. This fact is confirmed by
recent studies in neuroscience (Savoy, 2020).

Mean word length
Frequency of word
lengths

E.g. how many words have length 3.

Frequency of word
n-grams

An n-gram is a continuous sequence of n items, in this
case words. Usually a limited number of most frequent
n-grams from the whole corpus.

Table 2.2 – Character features
Feature Explanation or example if needed
Proportion of
vowels/consonants
Frequencies of letters
Frequencies of letter
n-grams

Usually a limited number of most frequent n-grams
from the whole corpus.
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Table 2.3 – Syntactic features
Feature Explanation or example if needed
Frequencies of POS
tags
POS tag n-grams
frequencies

Usually a limited number of most frequent n-grams
from the whole corpus.

Sentence and phrase
structure
Rewrite rule
frequencies

See "Syntactic features" section.

Dependency relation
frequencies

See "Syntactic features" section.

Table 2.4 – Semantic features
Feature Explanation or example if needed
Synonyms Using WordNet, a database of synonyms.

We discuss lexical and syntactic features in detail since those are the ones used
in this study.

Lexical features

According to Stamatatos (2009), the vast majority of authorship attribution
studies are at least partially based on lexical features, and the most straightforward
approach is a representation as a vector of word frequencies. As mentioned
above, the use of common, or functional words have been used by Mosteller
and Wallace (1964). These have been found to be among the best features to
distinguish between authors (Argamon and Shlomo, 2005; Burrows, 1987).
Recall the discussion in the previous chapter on content vs. style. These
functional words carry no semantic information and are usually excluded from
the features of topic based text classification. Functional words are mostly used
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subconsciously by authors and are topic-independent, hence their capability to
capture authors’ purely stylistic choices across topics.

Which functional words and how many of them to use has been quite arbitrary
with little explanation of how they were selected. For example Abbasi and
Chen (2005) used 150 function words , Argamon et al. (2003) used 303 words,
Zhao and Zobel (2005) used 365 words, Koppel and Schler (2003) used 480,
and 675 words were used by Argamon et al. (2007).

Stamatatos (2009) writes that a simple and very successful method is to extract
the most frequent words found in the entire corpus. Burrows (1992) considers
sets of at most 100 frequent words to be adequate to represent the style of an
author.

Both Stamatatos (2009) and Savoy (2020) write that vocabulary richness
measures are considered unreliable by themselves in authorship attribution,
since vocabulary size depends heavily on text length. As the length of the
text increases, the size of the vocabulary increases, not linearly but quickly
at the beginning and then gradually more slowly. Even the variants Yule’s
K and Simpson’s D (and a number of other variants) that are more stable
have shown questionable results. Noting observations of single occurences
of very characteristic words, i.e. Hapax Legomena, has been used to establish
linguistic fingerprints of authors but since observational statistics at the low
end of the frequency scale are susceptible to noise and random occurence this
practice is also unreliable.

Common to all the lexical features are that they consider the text as a bag-
of-words. Hence, word order and contextual information are disregarded.
Word n-grams has been used as an attempt at improvement but they have not
always given better results and pose problems such as high dimensionality
and sparseness (Stamatatos, 2009). Gamon (2004) writes that word n-grams
could potentially capture content related information instead of purely stylistic
information. In their experiments they took measures to remove the content
dependency in word n-gram frequency features, by changing proper nouns to
“NAME” and singular personal pronouns to “Perspro”.
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Syntactic features

Using syntactic features is considered more elaborate than only using lexical
features. Authors usually use similar syntactic patterns in their writing
subconsciously, making it a more reliable fingerprint of authorship (Stamatatos,
2009). However this requires accurate NLP tools that are able to perform
syntactic analysis, making it language dependent. Naturally the features will
contain noise if the parser produces errors.

There are two established ways of representing syntactic regularity in text:
constituency grammar and dependency grammar (Matthews, 1981). They
essentially aim at the same purpose, which is to represent the structure of a
sentence with the correct relationships between the words. In constituency
grammar, words are related to each other in a form of hierarchy. For instance,
in the sentence “We sat on the bench in the park” the sentence (S) is made
up of a noun (N) followed by a verb phrase (VP). Some scholars call this a
rewrite rule: S -> N + VP. Furthermore, the verb phrase is also composed
of parts. We have VP -> V + PP + PP in Figure 2.1, where “on the bench”
and "in the park" are prepositional phrases noting where we sat. Finally, each
prepositional phrase includes a preposition followed by a determiner and a
noun.

Figure 2.1 – Constituency grammar

In stylometry rewrite rule frequencies have been used as features by Baayen
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et al. (1996) and Gamon (2004). Experiments have been inconclusive whether
it alone performs better than lexical measures alone, but the combination of
the two performed better than lexical measures alone.

Dependency grammar on the other hand doesn’t break down a sentence,
or parts of a sentence, into smaller “building blocks”, rather, there is a
relationship between words and the root or a head word. The root is usually
the main verb in a sentence - what is happening. In the sentence “We sat on
the bench in the park”, “sat” is the root. Then, “we” has a nominal subject
relation to “sat” because it answers the question “who sat?”. Further, "bench"
has an object of preposition relationship with “on” since it tells us what we sat
on. We also have determiner relationships between “the” and “bench” as well
as "the" and "park", specifying which bench and park we are talking about.

Figure 2.2 – Dependency grammar using spaCy parser

Only one study was found to use dependency grammar. Hollingsworth (2012)
writes that most studies using syntactic features use the constituency grammar
but that dependency grammar is worth exploring. The study indicates that
dependency grammar features can produce as good results as lexical features
or POS features, but does not test whether one can achieve better results with
both. The way features are extracted is by taking each chain of grammatical
dependencies from a token to its root. In the example sentence above, det -
pobj - prep - root would be one chain, from “the” to “bench” then to “on”,
and "sat". The frequencies of these chains are the features, but the study
also tested with another approach of simply counting frequencies of individual
dependency relations. The results show actually that the chain features scored
around the same as individual dependency relation frequencies, and were even
worse when less than top 50 features were used.
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Apart from studying sentence structure through a parser, a simpler way
of extracting features is looking at the POS of each word, such as noun,
verb, etc. This requires a POS tagger tool, and they are usually quite
accurate (Stamatatos, 2009). POS tag frequencies or n-gram frequencies have
been used by many studies (Argamon-Engelson et al., 1998; Gamon, 2004;
Diederich et al., 2003; Koppel and Schler, 2003; Kukushkina et al., 2001;
Zhao and Zobel, 2007). Nevertheless, POS tag information by itself only gives
a hint of the sentence structure since it is a bag-of-words approach. Only by
using a sentence parser and grammar structure methods described above can
we obtain information on how the words are combined to form phrases, and
how the phrases are in turn combined to form sentences.

Karlgren and Eriksson (2007) proposed a model based on just two syntactic
features - occurence of adverbial expressions and the occurrence of clauses
within sentences. The novelty in the study was a paradigm of looking at the
variation of the features within a text instead of treating the entire text as a static
whole. The features were represented as binary: 0 or 1. As an example, three
sentences in a sequence where the first contained an adverbial, the second and
third did not, would be represented as 100 in the adverbial dimension. By using
a sliding window approach through the entire text and extracting n-sentence
sequence binary representations, the frequencies of these representations were
then analyzed. Although inconclusive, Karlgren and Eriksson (2007) and
Stamatatos (2009) write that this is a promising technique that needs further
investigation, since it treats texts and style more realistically than simply
measuring average frequencies.

Feature engineering

All of the features described above are hard crafted features that have been
chosen because somebody had a hypothesis of why they can have an influence
on style, and then tested to show that they are indeed useful. A di�erent
approach that has been taken by more modern studies using neural networks
and deep learning is feature engineering, or representation learning. Not many
stylometric studies have used this approach, but within other fields of study the
application of feature engineering is abundant.

This means that the machine learning model will itself learn the relevant
features for solving the task at hand, in this case author attribution. The
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advantages are that if lucky, the model might be able to find useful features
that one did not think of while manually constructing features, and entirely
new patterns might be found that are of interest. On the other hand, one
loses interpretability as the automatically learned features are of an abstract
dimension.

Some stylometric studies that have used deep learning and a feature engineering
approach are described in Chapter 2.2.1. However, feature engineering and
hand crafted features need not be entirely separate, since the manual features
can be used as an input to learn new higher level features. These ideas will be
explored more in the chapters on neural network and embeddings.

2.1.4 Datasets used in stylometric studies

The datasets used in stylometric studies have mostly been very small (Koppel
et al., 2011). For example, the study by Gamon (2004) uses a few books by
the three Brontë sisters and manages to distinguish between their style with
high accuracy. Baayen et al. (1996) uses works by just two authors. The
Federalist Papers only have three candidate authors. Koppel et al. (2011)
writes that nearly all research in the field only consider the simplest version
of the problem - given a long anonymous text, attribute it to a small closed
set of candidate authors for whom we have extensive writing samples. This
vanilla version of authorship attribution as Koppel et al. (2011) calls it, does
not arise very often in the real world. In the real world there may be thousands
of candidate authors, and the author of the anonymous text might not be any
of the known candidates. Also, the text for each known candidate and/or the
unknown text might be very limited. These are di�culties that have hardly
ever been addressed in current research.

Some of the few studies that have used larger candidate author sets are
by Madigan et al. (2005) (114 authors) and Luyckx and Daelemans (2008)
(145 authors). Only Koppel et al. (2006) have considered candidate sets
with thousands of authors. The studies by Koppel et al. (2006) and Luyckx
and Daelemans (2008) show that similarity based methods are beneficial for
datasets with a very large amount of candidate authors.

Koppel et al. (2011) proposes a method for author attribution when the
condition is closer to the real world. The method reminds us of ensemble
learning. Instead of using one set of features to measure similarity and
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attribute an unknown text to a candidate author, they used 100 feature subsets
where random features are picked out of all the features, and attributed the
unknown text 100 times. The most frequent answer was picked as the predicted
author, or “don’t know” if the most frequent answer was not frequent enough.
For features, they used character 4-grams. Their experiments used a set of
around 10,000 texts, supposedly each from a di�erent author although this
was unclear in the paper. They also made variations studying the e�ect of
the number of candidate authors, hence some experiments involved a subset
of the authors. Their best results were when the number of candidates was
1,000, with a precision of 93.2% and coverage of 42.2%.

2.1.5 Limitations of stylometry

As mentioned in the introductory chapter, stylometry is a simplification
of style. Although used widely, literary scholars are often sceptical of
quantitative analysis, especially if it involves attempting to reduce literary
style to statistics and low level language features (Stubbs, 2014). The deeper
thematic and symbolic patterns that are necessary to fully interpet style are not
possible with the current stylometric methods.

One example is the use of metaphors (Steen, 2014; Fontaine and Stavick,
2004). Certainly it is visible that some authors have a tendency to use
imaginative metaphors while others have a concrete sort of style. Another
example is that some authors tend to use suggestive language where the
meaning is often between the lines. How can we extract this kind of
information using computational methods? Is it even possible?

Further, it is di�cult to imagine how the use of other literary tools such as irony
and idioms can be detected by a computer. Finally, can a computer know that
Murakami likes to make references to music and songs regularly in almost all
of his books? In the attempt to reduce style into quantitative representations,
we doubtlessly lose some of the nuances and subtleties that may be significant.
A computer scientist with an interest in literature might hope to come up with
innovative methods that capture more of the style and bring stylometry closer
to its origin.
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2.2 Machine learning methods for stylometry

Traditionally stylometric studies have involved manually analyzing texts and
counting words by hand (Mendenhall, 1887; Mosteller and Wallace, 1964;
Christopher, 2016). With the availability of computers and machine learning
methods, the study of stylometry has been made simpler. Classifiers proposed
include k-NN, Naïve Bayes, and SVM (Savoy, 2020; Stamatatos, 2009; Jockers
and Witten, 2010; Diederich et al., 2003; Gamon, 2004). These classification
methods all follow the same general procedure. First text samples from a
set of authors are preprocessed to extract appropriate features that are able to
discern between di�erent authors. The classifier is then trained to discriminate
between the style of the di�erent authors based on the training samples. The
resulting model is used to predict the most probable author of unknown texts
(Kocher and Savoy, 2017).

In the following subchapters we will not focus on the methods mentioned
above but on neural networks, a type of machine learning method that has
grown in popularity and significance over the past decade. Neural networks
have achieved state-of-the-art results in a range of machine learning fields
and also specifically within NLP. However, studies on stylometry using neural
networks have been few, with some less recent papers using the feedforward
network architecture, but no peer reviewed articles using recurrent networks
like LSTM or Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (see Chapter 2.2.1). The question
of whether deep learning models are useful for author attribution, and whether
neural models can outperform traditional ones, remains open (Schaetti and
Savoy, 2020).

2.2.1 Neural networks

What is a neural network?

A neural network is a kind of machine learning model whose architecture is
inspired by the structure of the human brain. Like the brain, a neural network
is composed of many neurons linked to one another. A neuron in the machine
learning sense is an operator that takes in some input, performs one or several
operations on it, and produces some output. This output, is then passed on
to the next neuron or neurons in the network. Neural networks are composed
of layers of neurons, usually with the raw features providing input to the first
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layer, the output of the first layer providing input to the second layer, and so
on. There are shallow and deep networks, depending on whether it has few or
many layers.

Feedforward neural networks

A feedforward network, also known as Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), is a
neural network where a neuron’s operation is that it multiplies the input by
some weights using a dot product, and applies an optional activation function
to the result to get the final output. This final output, a scalar, is then passed
on to the next neuron or neurons in the network. In practice, the feedforward
network is simply a chain of matrix multiplications, where the input gets
transformed into the output by going through multiplications with weight
matrices. The optional activation function in each layer provides a non-linear
transform to the features.

There have been stylometric studies using feedforward networks. Tweedie
et al. (1996) used a two layer feedforward network to perform a binary
classification - “is this author A or author B?”, on the Federalist Papers. As
input features they used 11 common functional words, see Figure 2.3. The
predictions from their model agree with the study by Mosteller and Wallace
(1964). A similar approach was used by Matthews and Merriam (1993)
to attribute some purported works of Shakespeare to either Shakespeare or
Fletchers. Here they also used only functional words, this time ratios between
di�erent words, resulting in just five input features per sample. A similar
network has been applied to authors of newspaper articles by Kocher and
Savoy (2017), with accuracies between 42.8% and 69.2% depending on the
number of candidate authors. Finally, Hoorn et al. (1999) used a three layer
feedforward network to classify poetry, with an accuracy of 80-90% when
the candidate author number was two, and around 70% when the number
of candidate poets was three. The features they used were character n-gram
frequencies.

One disadvantage of using a feedforward network is that the text is usually
represented as a bag of words, where features are frequencies of words,
characters, n-grams and such. With this approach the word order is lost and
thus we have the same representation for di�erent sentences if the words used
are the same (Le and Mikolov, 2014).
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Figure 2.3 – Structure of the Federalist neural network (Tweedie et al., 1996).
In this figure, some arrows are omitted to avoid clutter - there should be arrows
connecting each input to each neuron in the hidden layer.

Recurrent neural networks

A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is another type of neural network, built
essentially from a single cell i.e. neuron that is repeated N number of times.
RNNs are used for sequential data, for instance texts. For example, for a text
with 1,000 words, if each word was modeled as one input vector, N would be
1,000. Operations within the cell will produce an output for this particular
cell, and also a cell state that is passed on to the next cell in the sequence.
Because of the transfer of cell state from one cell to the next, RNNs have a
memory and can retain information from earlier parts of a sequence. However,
unfortunately for long sequences the memory retention of a vanilla RNN is not
good enough (Olah, 2015).

An LSTM, or Long Short-Term Memory network, is a type of RNN capable
of learning long-term dependencies, that vanilla RNNs have trouble with.
They were specifically designed to overcome this issue (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997), with four layers within each cell performing di�erent
operations such as masking which part of the information from the previous
cell to forget, and which part of the new input to add to the cell state. However,
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Figure 2.4 – Recurrent neural network (Olah, 2015)

it remains an open question whether this capability can help in authorship
attribution (Schaetti and Savoy, 2020). It depends on the dataset size, which
is usually limited in this field.

Figure 2.5 – LSTM inner operations (Olah, 2015)

The paper by Schaetti and Savoy (2020) is one of the few studies that have used
RNNs for authorship attribution. Both shallow and deep models are evaluated:
ESN, LSTM, and GRU. The features they use are word embeddings, character
n-gram embeddings, and they perform the task at document and sentence level
using the Reuters C50 dataset. The dataset contains news articles written by
50 authors, 100 articles each. The articles have been selected to minimize the
topic factor. At the document level, their study shows that ESN models can
perform better (93.40%) than the best classical method SVM (92.13%). At
the sentence level, GRU outperforms Naïve Bayes with 86.57% and 74.86%
respectively. Both the ESN and GRU model used word embeddings as input
features. They also tested using only POS and functional words as input to
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the ESN, however this did not yield good performance (59.9% and 64.9%).
LSTM models trained with word embedding features performed at 84.50%
and 83.45% on document and sentence levels, making it worse than classical
methods at document level but better at sentence level. The article did not
explain how the neural networks were trained, i.e. what kind of loss they used.

Since LSTM and GRUs have produced state-of-the-art results in many other
NLP tasks, Schaetti and Savoy (2020) found it surprising they did not in
their study. Their hypothesis is that it is due to the small size of available
data per class compared to other NLP tasks, and this benefits shallower
architectures. Another theory is that time-related dependencies are not long
enough compared to ESN.

A di�erent study by Jasper et al. (2018) used LSTM with Fasttext pre-trained
word embeddings to perform authorship attribution on short texts of 1-3
sentences. They argue that while traditional stylometric studies have manually
defined and extracted features that tangibly represent style, deep learning has
become the standard in pattern recognition tasks and have the ability to learn
the features required for solving the task at hand. With deep learning we can
obtain feature vectors of much lower dimension than the raw features. Another
study prior to their study used unsupervised learning to produce the feature
vectors (Ding et al., 2016), but Jasper et al. (2018) used a supervised approach
aimed at spatial clustering. In addition to capturing the writing style of an
author, the model is presented negative samples in order to find discriminatory
features to compare authors and distinguish them from each other. This is done
through using triplet loss (see Chapter 2.2.3) to train the model. In addition,
they used a data augmentation strategy, sample grouping, and dropout within
the network. Their model was evaluated using the PAN 2014 challenge dataset,
an author verification task, and achieved an Area Under the Receiver Operating
Characteristic Curve (AUROC) of 0.92.

Convolutional neural networks

Shrestha et al. (2017) presents a method for authorship attribution of tweets
using CNNs on character n-grams. Their hypothesis is that the model is
able to capture patterns at the morphological, lexical, and syntactic levels by
starting at short sequences of characters and generating representations for
longer sequences using convolutions. They compare their proposed models
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against other deep learning models such as LSTM trained on bigrams, and
CNN trained on word embeddings. They found that the CNN trained on
character bigrams performs best, at 76.1% with a dataset of 50 authors of 1,000
tweets each. Character based inputs, writes Shrestha et. al, specialize on the
style of a text while word based inputs specialize on the content which is less
important for authorship attribution.

2.2.2 Embeddings

The term embeddings refers to a distributed representation of an entity as a
vector of continuous values. One of the most widely used types of embeddings
are word embeddings, developed by Mikolov et al. (2013). Sometimes “word
vector” and “word embeddings” are used interchangably. The dimensions
of the vector are abstract hence do not carry any meaning, and the absolute
position of the vector in the vector space also does not carry any meaning. It
is the relative distances between the vectors that are of significance and tells
us how similar one word is to another. Word vectors are trained through semi-
supervised learning by using a sliding window of a number of words through
the entire text. Mikolov et al. (2013) proposed two ways of training: skip-gram
and continuous bag-of-words. The skip-gram approach works as follows: for
each window, using the word in the middle (focus word) one tries to predict
the words on both sides of the middle word (context words) and the task is to
maximize the probability that the context words occur with the focus word.

The concept of embeddings has been applied to other entities other than
words, for example images (Kiela and Bottou, 2014) and items (Barkan and
Koenigstein, 2016). There have been attempts at representing paragraphs or
entire documents as a vector (Le and Mikolov, 2014), however this approach
does not take into account the style of the text. Jasper et al. (2018) attempts to
represent the style of a text using embeddings obtained from an LSTM network
(see Chapter 2.2.1) however does not provide an explanation of why the input
features should be o�-the-shelf word embeddings. Although all of these are
called embeddings, the way of obtaining them may di�er.

The clear benefit of embeddings is the ability to compare one entity with
another to find the similarity between them with a simple and e�cient
computation, e.g. cosine similarity. Embeddings also help compress the
size of the data in the case that the feature vector is larger than the resulting
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embedding.

One way to perform author attribution using embeddings is k-NN. The k
specifies how many closest neighbours to take into account. For instance,
using a 3-NN approach, we would calculate the distance between the unknown
text’s embedding and all known embeddings. From the top 3 candidates, we
would attribute the unknown text to the candidate author that appears most
frequent, or the first one if all three are di�erent (Kocher and Savoy, 2017).

A limitation to embeddings is that interpretability is lost since we no longer
know which original features contribute to the predicted outcome. Savoy
(2020) writes that a proposed attribution should be supported by linguistic
reasoning, or by highlighting some language pattern similarities that cannot
occur by chance.

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a dimensionality reduction method
(James et al., 2013) that can be useful for visualizing embeddings. Since
the embeddings can have high dimensionality, PCA reduces them to two or
three dimensions that can be plotted and an intuitive view of relative distances
and clusters can be obtained. In essence, PCA aims to transform the vectors
into a new space and find a new set of orthogonal axes for the embeddings,
where each new axis, or principal component, is a linear combination of the
original features. The principal components obtained are in order of how much
variance in the data there is among the axis, hence taking the top two or three
principal components we can often already get a good indication of how the
embeddings relate to each other also in the original, high dimensional space.

2.2.3 Triplet loss

Backpropagation and gradient descent

The loss function in a neural network is what drives the learning - it is a
measure of how far the predicted outputs are from the actual outputs, i.e.
labels. The loss is propagated backwards from the output layer to every layer
that has contributed indirectly to the output, and during this process a gradient
is calculated for the weights of each layer - the gradient of the loss with respect
to the model parameters (weights). The gradient tells us which direction the
model parameter should move to give the largest increase in the loss, so if we
want to decrease the loss as much as possible, we update the parameters in the
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opposite direction of the gradient (Goodfellow et al., 2016).

Triplet loss function

Triplet loss is a function for constructing the loss in order to learn spatial
clusters in data that are of distinct classes. The input to the loss function is
usually embeddings since one can easily calculate the distance between two
samples. Hence, usually the pipeline consists of raw data being fed to a neural
network that outputs an embedding for each sample, that are then grouped into
triplets to calculate a loss. An example of this is the figure from the study by
Schro� et al. (2015).

Figure 2.6 – Example model structure using triplet loss (Schro� et al., 2015)

In each triplet, there is a sample of one class called the anchor (x), another
sample of the same class called the positive (x+), and a third sample of a
di�erent class called the negative (x�). The idea is that, for an untrained
network, we would find many triplets where the negative sample is closer in
distance to the anchor than the positive sample. These misclassified triplets
give us a loss according to the function:
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where m is a margin of our choice, and d is the Euclidean distance function
(Jasper et al., 2018). N is the number of triplets in a batch or minibatch, as we
will describe later.

As the network learns, the weights are updated so as to push samples of
di�erent classes away and samples of the same class together, resulting in
clusters (Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.7 – Learning with triplets (Schro� et al., 2015)

Triplet mining

Choosing the triplets to train with can be done in multiple ways. First let
us explain the di�erent types of triplets that can be found in the dataset
embeddings (Moindrot, 2018).

Figure 2.8 – Types of triplets (Moindrot, 2018)

First we have easy triplets, where the loss is 0 since d(x, x+)+m < d(x, x�).
The negative sample is already further away from the anchor than the positive
sample plus a margin. These triplets are not used in training since they are
already correct.
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Next there are the hard triplets, where the negative is closer to the anchor than
the positive: d(x, x�) < d(x, x+). These are triplets that the network has to
work hard to get right, since they need to be pushed further than the semi-hard
triplets.

In semi-hard triplets the negative is further away from the anchor than the
positive, but not far away enough since it still lies within the margin. Hence
the loss will still be positive: d(x, x+) < d(x, x�) < d(x, x+) +margin.

In Figure 2.8, the three triplet types are illustrated with respect to the position
of the negative sample.

Two strategies for selecting triplets for training exist: batch all and batch
hard. In batch all, all valid triplets are selected (i.e. the anchor and positive
have the same class, the negative has a di�erent class), and the loss of hard
and semi-hard triplets are averaged. In batch hard, each sample in a batch
acts as the anchor once, for which the hardest positive (the positive furthest
away from anchor) and hardest negative (the negative closest to the anchor)
is chosen. According to Hermans et al. (2017), batch hard works best since
they are actually not the absolute hardest, but moderate triplets, in the entire
dataset since they are only hardest within a small subset of the data. However,
Moindrot (2018) writes that it depends on the dataset and should be decided
by comparing the performance.

2.3 Book recommendation systems

The above chapters have given us an understanding of stylometry and machine
learning methods for studying style. We have mostly discussed the problem of
authorship attribution, which is the most widely studied task within stylometry
(Savoy, 2020). Now we will look at a di�erent although related task, which is
the search for author similarities. Instead of asking the question, “given these
candidate authors, who wrote this text?” the question is now “given a text,
which other authors write in a style most similar to this text?"

The purpose of asking this question is that one can use the similarity rankings
as a basis for performing recommendations. The following sections briefly
introduce some of the common recommender systems.
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2.3.1 Collaborative filtering

Collaborative filtering (CF), like its name suggests, makes use of the ratings
of community users to make its predictions. This can be user based, where
the system finds similarity between users, or item based, where similarity is
computed between two books. CF is simple to develop as it only requires
an item-user rating matrix (Alharthi et al., 2018b). However the matrix can
be sparse especially where there are new items or users, known as the cold
start problem. Since there is little user data about newly released books they
tend not to get recommended. On the other end, very popular books can
be considered by the system to be similar to nearly everything. Two other
problems with CF are the gray sheep problem and shilling attack. In the
former, a group of users given the “gray sheep” name has special tastes that
neither agree or disagree with the majority of users and could be hard for the
system to handle (Zheng et al., 2017). In the latter problem, fake ratings are
employed as a form of promotion (Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2009).

2.3.2 Content based systems

Content based (CB) recommenders draws its predictions from the content of
the books themselves. This could be the title, summary, outline, whole text
or metadata - author, year of publication, publisher, genre, etc. (Alharthi
et al., 2018b). The CB recommender could predict recommendations based
on single books the user has preferred or their purchase or reading history of
several books. Two approaches are to extract the topic or style of books, the
former known as topic modelling and the latter the subject of this thesis.

CB is helpful in solving the new item problem since it does not rely on
community ratings. The recommendations made by a CB system are able to be
justified through the features used. However, di�culties arise when items have
inadequate data e.g. descriptions or when the CB becomes overspecialized
and recommendations produced are not diverse enough (Pazzani and Billsus,
2007; Lops et al., 2011). In addition, analysis of text requires NLP tools in
order to transform the unstructured text into features.
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Stylometry based recommendations

As described previously, stylometry can help distinguish authors from each
other but studies have also been done on whether stylometry can help find
similarities between authors and provide a basis for a CB recommender
system. Vaz et al. (2013) uses k-NN and Pearson correlation to find books
most similar to books of a user’s predefined favorite author. They used
two di�erent representations: one based on word frequencies and another
on some other stylometric features not clearly specified in the paper. In
another study, Vaz et al. (2012) proposed a stylometric CB system where
features include vocabulary richness, document length, POS bigrams and most
frequent words. They also tried representing books as a vector of words
extracted by Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) which proved to be the better
variant. The Rocchio algorithm (Manning et al., 2008) was used to discover
stylometric features that is of most importance to the reader. A dataset called
LitRec was used for evaluation, and it showed that a hybrid of stylometric CB
with CF performs better than CB or CF individually. Alharthi et al. (2018a)
takes the deep learning model from Shrestha et al. (2017) and transfers the
learned representation from the second last layer to a recommender system
that predicts a user’s future ratings. They write that their study is the first
to apply information learned from an author identification model to book
recommendations.

2.3.3 Hybrid and other systems

Many studies combine CF and CB to improve the quality of recommendations,
such as Rajpurkar and Bhatt (2015) and Pathak et al. (2013) and the aforementioned
Vaz et al. (2012). Other than CF and CB, there exists some other strategies
like basing recommendations on demography or on association rules. An
association rule means that two books have occurred in the same transaction
(e.g. library loan, e-store purchase, put on a bookshelf in a streaming service)
a significant amount of times, hence defining them to be associated with each
other. Some other sources of data for performing recommendations are user
reviews and social media (Alharthi et al., 2018b).
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2.3.4 Evaluation

There is a fundamental problem in the evaluation of recommender systems
- the fact that there is no ground truth. For instance, it is not possible to
objectively state that an author (or book) A is more similar to author B than
author C, except perhaps in relatively extreme cases where an overwhelming
majority of readers would agree. Hence, if there is not a definite answer, how
do we evaluate recommender systems?

Evaluation strategies

Previous studies have put evaluation methods into three categories: o�ine
experiments, online experiments, and user studies (Shani and Gunawardana,
2011). O�ine experiments essentially means comparing the system’s recommendations
against some kind of “ground truth”. This pseudo-ground-truth consists of a
dataset with ratings from users. This approach may or may not make sense
for evaluating a CB system, since it is basically evaluating whether the CB
system can make the same recommendations as a CF system which defeats
the purpose of developing the CB system. Most of the studies presented in
the survey paper by Alharthi et al. (2018b) on book recommender systems use
o�ine evaluation.

In user studies, a recruited group of test users interact with the proposed
recommender system in some way followed by quantitative or qualitative
analysis (Alharthi et al., 2018b). The user can answer questions about the
system, e.g. if they find the recommendations to be reasonable when presented
lists of similar books, or an observer can monitor their behavior if interacting
with a live version of the system. User studies have high cost and require
volunteered or hired users to spend time on the evaluation tasks. It is di�cult
to do this on a large scale. User studies are also sensitive to the sample of users
chosen since their perception might not represent the entire population. It is
also important to keep the real goal of the research secret when performing a
user study since users will try to prove the research aims correct when they are
aware of them (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011).

Finally, online experiments also known as A/B testing involves launching the
recommender system in production to a group of real users, and analyzing their
behavior compared to a control group. Alharthi et al. (2018b) writes that this
evaluation method gives the most reliable evidence of system performance.
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However the downside is that if the tested recommender performs poorly the
system can lose users and revenues. It is recommended to conduct o�ine
experiments and/or user studies before performing online evaluation.
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Chapter 3

Methods

This chapter presents the details of the data, preprocessing, and experiment
setup. Two datasets were used, one smaller and one larger. Two kinds of
networks were used in this study: feedforward networks and LSTM. However,
LSTM was only tested on the small dataset as poor results led us to focus on
the feedforward networks that gave us better results.

3.1 Data and preprocessing

This study uses two datasets from Storytel. The smaller dataset is a subset
of the larger one, containing 25 authors all having English as the original
language, see Appendix A. The authors were chosen so that most of them
are well known.

The larger dataset consists of 11,063 books. They were picked from Storytel’s
e-books collection in a way that tries to have an even spread of genres. The
entire collection was first grouped by genre, then sorted by author according
to the number of books written by each author. Iterating through all genres, all
the books written by the author with most number of books were picked, and
then, in a second iteration, all the books written by the author with next most
number of books, and so on until 10,000 books were reached. After that, all
the books from authors in the smaller dataset were added to the books already
picked, if they were not already present. In total, the dataset had 362 authors.

The preprocessing for books consisted of the following steps:

1. 20,000 characters were stripped from the beginning of the book, to take
away material like table of contents, about the author, etc.
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2. The book was split into fragments

3. Features were extracted for each fragment

Specifically, the books were split into fragments of 2,000 words each for the
smaller dataset, and 11,000 characters each for the larger dataset. The switch
to character based was so that it would be possible to trace back the location of
start and end characters for each fragment in the text in order to display it later.
It was calculated that 2,000 words were on average around 11,000 characters.

For each fragment, characters before the first sentence and after the last
sentence were removed, using “.”, “?”, and “!” as sentence delimiters. During
tokenization punctuation was also removed.

For the smaller Storytel dataset, only the first 20 fragments were used for
each author, resulting in a size of 500 samples. For the large dataset, 367,732
fragments were obtained. However, we saw that the number of fragments for
each author di�ered widely, and hence authors with less than 100 fragments
were removed, and authors with more than 1,000 fragments were downsized
to 1,000 fragments. The final large dataset had 210,962 samples. Since some
authors were completely removed by this procedure, 316 authors remained.

3.1.1 Features

The experiments started with using a LSTM network on the small dataset. The
features used were o�-the-shelf word embeddings from FastText with a vector
size of 300. This was compared to using the same embeddings but removing
topic information by substituting all nouns with the vector for the word “cat”.

Next, feedforward networks were tested with various feature module combinations,
also known as feature ablation. Due to limited time the ablation was not
exhaustive and a hypothesis driven approach was used. The di�erent modules
are:

• Top 10 functional words

• Top 50 functional words

• Dependency relations

• POS tags (all or only verbs)
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• Top 51-100 functional words

• POS 5-grams

The functional words correspond to the lexical group of features described
in the background chapter. The POS tags, dependency relations, and POS
5-grams correspond to the syntactic group. Since dependency relation and
POS tag frequencies themselves do not contain information on the ordering of
words used, POS 5-grams were used as a complement.

For all the features, the frequency of the words or syntactic traits were
calculated. For functional words, the frequency was calculated per 1,000
words. For dependency relations and POS tags, they were calculated per
sentence. For POS 5-gram, the absolute frequency was used. All features
were normalized before training. The software used for dependency parsing
and POS tagging is spaCy (spaCy, 2021).

The functional words were extracted from the British National Corpus (BNC)
list (Kilgarri�, 1996). For instance, the top 10 functional words are as follows.
For a full list of the rest of the features, see Appendix B.

Table 3.1 – Top 10 functional words
the be
of and
a in
to have
it for

The POS 5-grams used were a subset the complete set of 5-grams generated
by using a sliding window on all the texts in the larger Storytel corpus.
The complete set contained 15,593 di�erent POS 5-grams. Using the same
principle as the chi-square (�2) test for significance (Gajawada, 2019), the
e�ect of each feature is assessed by comparing its observed frequency to
the expected frequency of occurrence for a given author, given a marginal
distribution based on the size of the material for an author and the observed
frequency of the feature in the entire corpus. Equation (2) shows how �

2

values are calculated where O is the observed frequency and E the expected
frequency. After this, the 5-grams are ranked according to for how many
authors it was significant. In this case, we set the threshold to a �

2 value
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above 200. The top 100 5-grams were picked as features for this study.

�
2 =

(O � E)2

E
(2)

3.1.2 Dataset division

The datasets were divided into training, validation, and test sets with the
division 70%, 10% and 20% respectively. The division was done on a class
basis ensuring that there is the same distribution of each author in each subset
of the data.

3.2 Experiment design

In this section the triplets selection and minibatch division strategy is described,
followed by the neural network setup and hyperparameters tested.

3.2.1 Minibatch division and triplets

This study uses online triplet mining using the batch all approach. This means
that for each minibatch, all possible valid triplets are generated, and then
trained on the semi-hard and hard triplets. Easy triplets are filtered out as they
are already correct. Valid triplets are ones where the positive sample is of the
same author as the anchor, and the negative sample is of a di�erent author.
The batch hard approach was tested in the beginning on the Brown dataset and
resulted in a collapsed model, so it was not used in further experiments.

In order to guarantee that there are a number of positive samples for each
anchor in a minibatch, the minibatch division process is designed in such a way
that “groups” of samples of the same author are randomly put into minibatches.
In the small dataset, we use an optimal group size of 5, meaning that first, all
the samples are divided into groups of 5 of the same author, and in cases where
there are left over samples, they are added to groups so that some groups have
size 6. The next step is to randomly shu�e these groups, and finally they
are divided into minibatches. The following are the settings used for the two
datasets:

Storytel small: minibatch size 50, optimal group size 5
Storytel large: minibatch size 100 (took too much time if larger), optimal
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group size 10

In order for the model to train on as many di�erent divisions of minibatches
as possible, and hence get a chance to train on as many variations of triplets
as possible, we change minibatches every epoch.

3.2.2 Network setup

For the feedforward network, features were fed into the input layer, and after
going through hidden layers the output layer was used as the embedding.
The following configurations of embedding size (E), and hidden layer size
(H) were tested for the small dataset. A network with just one hidden layer
was compared to a network with more hidden layers. Also, apart from these
configurations we also tested a larger hidden layer where H = E. The network
was tested with and without activation functions such as sigmoid and Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU).

Table 3.2 – Embedding size and hidden layer size
E H
16 8
24 12
32 16
48 24
96 48

The learning rate was kept at 0.001 unless the loss diverged and exploded,
in which case it was lowered to 0.0005 and then if not su�cient, to 0.0001.
The momentum was kept at 0.9 with the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
optimizer. The margin for triplet loss was set to 0.001. The networks were
trained for 1,000 epochs, with stops at 200 and 400 epochs to monitor the
accuracies. Three learning rate schedules were tested: none, step with 0.2
gamma every 400 epochs, and 0.2 gamma every 200 epochs. Gamma is the
multiplicative factor for the learning rate decay.

For the larger dataset, we started out with testing the configurations that
gave the best performance in the small dataset, as well as tested some larger
configurations such as E = 256, H = 128. Here we trained the networks for
3,000 epochs, because it took longer to converge than the small dataset, and
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monitoring accuracies also along the way. The exception is for the model with
top 50 functional words as features, where it was trained for 1,000 epochs as it
already converged. Di�erent activation functions were tested: none, sigmoid,
and ReLU. The larger dataset was trained with an NVIDIA K80 GPU.

For the LSTM network, we applied 2 layers and a sequence length of 1,000.
This means that for each fragment of text we use the first 1,000 words and each
word corresponds to one FastText word vector, and every resulting sample is
a 1,000 x 300 matrix. The output, or embedding, size was chosen to be 128.
The output at the last timestep is used as the embedding for the fragment. A
network with 3 layers was also tested but did not improve the performance
much and increased the training time.

For all of the experiments, we used a seed of 42 in order to keep the minibatch
generation and initialization of neural network constant. PyTorch was used to
train the networks.

3.2.3 Nearest neighbor accuracy

Since the task of this study is to perform author attribution, we use nearest
neighbor as a method to attribute unseen test fragments to an author in our
training dataset. We use a combination of four metrics: Euclidean 1-NN,
Euclidean 3-NN, Cosine 1-NN, and Cosine 3-NN. 1-NN means that the author
that the test fragment is attributed to is simply the author of the closest
fragment. 3-NN means that we take the three closest fragments, and take the
author that is majority of those, or the first one if all three are di�erent. Finally,
we take an average of the four di�erent metrics.

For the small dataset, we used Scikit-learn’s implementation of nearest neighbor
(Scikit-learn, 2020), but it proved to be too slow for the larger dataset with
many more test samples. An implementation called Annoy was used instead
where the n_trees parameter was set to 10 and n set to 20 (Bernhardsson,
2021).

3.3 User testing of author similarity

The above sections describe the methods for assessing author attribution.
The next step is seeing whether a model with good performance on author
attribution also performs well in generating author similarity. For this purpose,
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a user study was designed in which two models are assessed: the worst and
best performing models using the larger dataset. These are the model trained
using top 50 functional words, and the one using top 100 functional words +
dependency relations + POS tags.

The user test uses triplets to test if the models evaluate author similarity the
same as humans do. Instead of attribution where the positive sample is the
same author as the anchor, here the positive sample is a di�erent author that
is closer in style to the anchor than the negative sample. First one fragment
was picked for each author yielding a subset of the data. Afterwards, ten
random authors were picked for each model as anchors. Next, using the nearest
neighbor method the first and 50th nearest neighbor in the data subset were
picked as the positive and negative sample respectively. The user test presented
excerpts of the fragments in triplets and asked the user to choose which of the
two answer excerpts they think is written by the same author as the question
excerpt. Even though none of them are actually written by the same author
as the question excerpt, the instructions were phrased this way to be intuitive
to the user and mask the real purpose of the study. An illustrative example
is as below, taken from Pride and Prejudice (Austen, 1813), The Brothers

Karamazov (Dostoyevsky, 1880) and Around the World in Eighty Days (Verne,
1873).
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Question: More than once did Elizabeth, in her ramble within the park,
unexpectedly meet Mr. Darcy. She felt all the perverseness of the mischance
that should bring him where no one else was brought, and, to prevent its ever
happening again, took care to inform him at first that it was a favourite haunt
of hers. How it could occur a second time, therefore, was very odd! Yet it
did, and even a third.

Alternative 1: You must know that there is nothing higher and stronger and
more wholesome and good for life in the future than some good memory,
especially a memory of childhood, of home. People talk to you a great
deal about your education, but some good, sacred memory, preserved from
childhood, is perhaps the best education. If a man carries many such memories
with him into life, he is safe to the end of his days, and if one has only one good
memory left in one’s heart, even that may sometime be the means of saving us.

Alternative 2: The train entered the station, and Passepartout jumping out
first, was followed by Mr. Fogg, who assisted his fair companion to descend.
Phileas Fogg intended to proceed at once to the Hong Kong steamer, in order
to get Aouda comfortably settled for the voyage. He was unwilling to leave her
while they were still on dangerous ground. Just as he was leaving the station
a policeman came up to him, and said, "Mr. Phileas Fogg?"

There were 20 questions in total, where ten were triplets generated from the
first model, and ten for the second. In the evaluation, we compare the human
answers for all questions, which we consider ground truth, to how each model
scored for all questions.
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Chapter 4

Results

This chapter presents the results of the experiments and is divided into sections
for the datasets used. We present the performance of each model in accuracy,
which is the average accuracy of using 1-NN and 3-NN with both Euclidean
distance and Cosine similarity. Also, the same average accuracy using only
raw features instead of the embeddings from the trained model is presented
as a comparison. The raw features are just the normalized values of the
preprocessed features.

4.1 Storytel small feedforward

Table 4.1 shows the results from the feedforward networks trained on the small
dataset. The hyperparameters indicated are the best ones from the grid search.
The schedule parameters indicate the step and gamma used for the learning rate
schedule. If not indicated, it means no schedule was used. A deeper network,
larger embedding or hidden layer sizes, or applying activation functions did
not give any increases in performance. For all of the models in the table, no
activation function was used.

Using the best model - Top 50 functional words + all POS tags + dependency
relations, and a dimensionality reduction technique called PCA, we visualized
the embeddings obtained, shown in Figure 4.1. It is easier to see the distinct
authors if we plot two at a time, and such comparisons can be seen in Figures
4.2 - 4.6. With PCA, the two dimensions obtained are abstract and hence the
axes do not contain any meaning - it is the relative distance between samples
that are of interest.
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Table 4.1 – Results for the Storytel small dataset with feedforward networks
Features Hyperparameters Acc. (%) Raw features acc. (%)
Top 10 E = 16, H = 8 65.00 45.50
Pos-verb E = 64, H = 32, sch = [200, 0.2] 40.00 39.50
Pos-all E = 48, H = 24, sch = [200, 0.2] 77.00 65.00
Deps E = 16, H = 8 72.00 65.00
Top 10 + pos-verb E = 32, H = 16, sch = [200, 0.2] 69.00 54.50
Top 10 + pos-all E = 32, H = 16 84.25 68.00
Top 10 + deps E = 48, H = 24 86.50 72.00
Top 10 + deps + pos-all E = 24, H = 12 88.00 70.50
Top 50 E = 48, H = 24 82.25 75.50
Top 50 + pos-verb E = 96, H = 48, sch = [200, 0.2] 84.75 73.00
Top 50 + pos-all E = 24, H = 12 85.50 77.50
Top 50 + deps E = 96, H = 48, sch = [400, 0.2] 89.00 82.00
Top 50 + pos-all + deps E = 96, H = 48 91.25 78.00

4.2 Storytel small LSTM

In the table below results from the LSTM experiments are shown. The first
row is by using o�-the-shelf word embeddings from FastText and the second
row is the same embeddings but substituting all nouns with the embedding for
"cat" and hence removing topic information.

Table 4.2 – Results for the Storytel small dataset with LSTM
Features Hyperparameters Acc. (%)
FastText E = 128, 2 layers 11.50
FastText cat E = 128, 2 layers 13.00

4.3 Storytel large feedforward

For the large Storytel corpus, the feedforward models using sigmoid function
performed better than models with ReLU or without an activation function. It
was used in all the models in Table 4.3. Here pos means that all POS tags were
used, equivalent to the pos-all module in the small dataset.
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Table 4.3 – Results for the Storytel large dataset with feedforward networks
Features Hyperparameters Acc. (%) Raw features acc. (%)
Top 50 E = 96, H = 48 49.83 46.81
Top 50 + deps E = 96, H = 48 58.58 50.51
Top 50 + pos E = 96, H = 48 58.54 50.91
Top 50 + deps + pos E = 96, H = 48 63.12 51.43
Top 100 + deps + pos E = 96, H = 48 67.58 55.90

E = 256, H = 128 69.18
E = 448, H = 224 69.19

Top 100 + deps + pos
+ pos-5-grams E = 256, H = 128 70.54 47.22

E = 448, H = 224 70.10

Also for this dataset PCA was used to reduce dimensions of the resulting
embeddings and visualize them. The model used was Top 100 + deps + pos
with a setup of E = 256 and H = 128. This model was chosen as the best
model since a larger network only gave marginal increase of performance, and
the addition of POS 5-grams also gave marginal improvement while adding
preprocessing steps and computational cost. For the visualizations, since there
are over 300 classes the best was to single out an author or multiple authors
while plotting the rest of the authors as gray. These can be seen in Figures 4.7,
4.8, and 4.9.

4.4 Author similarity user test

The results of the user test are shown in Table 4.4. Since each model
contributed to ten triplets, the other ten triplets from the other model were run
through the model to see if the position of the answer embeddings in relation to
the question embedding is the same or di�erent from the model that originally
generated the triplet. For instance, in some cases, one model evaluated author
A as being closer to author B than author C while the other model gave that
author C was the closer one. Taking the human evaluation as ground truth, the
table below shows how the two models scored. In total 11 people participated
in the user study, and the threshold is the minimum percentage of votes that
the majority answer has to have for the question to be counted. For example,
a question in which 54.5% of users voted for one answer and 45.5% for the
other is not counted in the rows where the threshold is above 60%.
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Table 4.4 – Results for the author similarity user test
Features Threshold (%) Acc. (%) # correct/total
Top 50 50.00 70.00 14/20

60.00 62.50 10/16
70.00 75.00 9/12
80.00 88.89 8/9

Top 100 + deps + pos-all 50.00 75.00 15/20
60.00 68.75 11/16
70.00 66.67 8/12
80.00 77.78 7/9
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Figure 4.1 – All of the authors in Storytel small. The green, purple, and cyan
dots on the bottom right are the philosophers Bertrand Russell, David Hume,
and John Locke. The pink and green on the upper right are poets William
Shakespeare and Geo�rey Chaucer.
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Figure 4.2 – Small dataset - Charles Dickens and Jane Austen - two English
writers from the 19th century
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Figure 4.3 – Small dataset - Dale Carnegie and Napoleon Hill - two writers of
personal development books
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Figure 4.4 – Small dataset - Jack London and Ernest Hemingway - two
American writers from the 19th - 20th centuries
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Figure 4.5 – Small dataset - J.K. Rowling and C.S. Lewis - two children’s
fantasy book writers
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Figure 4.6 – Small dataset - John Locke, David Hume, and Bertrand Russell -
three philosophers from di�erent centuries
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Figure 4.7 – Large dataset - Jack London and Ernest Hemingway - two
American writers from the 19th - 20th centuries
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Figure 4.8 – Large dataset - J.K. Rowling and C.S. Lewis - two children’s
fantasy book writers
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Figure 4.9 – Large dataset - John Locke, David Hume, and Bertrand Russell -
three philosophers from di�erent centuries
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Chapter 5

Discussion

In this chapter the results are discussed with respect to each of the research
questions, followed by some general notes.

What features will a neural network be able to use most e�ectively to
perform author attribution?

We see that the LSTM networks performed poorly compared to the feedforward
(Tables 4.1 - 4.3). This is unexpected seeing that in the literature there are
two studies (Jasper et al., 2018; Schaetti and Savoy, 2020) indicating high
performance using this method and word embeddings as input. In the future it
is worth investigating further why this is the case and trying to reproduce their
experiments on the same dataset they used. However, from a stylistics point of
view it is not surprising that word embeddings as input produce poor results,
as they are not designed to capture stylistic information.

For this study the more interesting analysis is of the results of the feedforward
networks. For the feature sets in the small dataset, we see in Table 4.1 that Top
10 functional words already achieves quite good results, but Top 50 brings this
accuracy up a level (thus Top 10 was left out of the large dataset experiments).
It is interesting that Top 10 + deps or Top 10 + pos-all achieves on par with
Top 50, meaning that the 40 words added to the functional words list also adds
syntactic information.

It is also interesting that the Pos-verb set already achieves 40% accuracy. Verbs
contain more stylistic information than nouns which mostly contain topical
information, and hence that we can achieve this performance using information
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from verbs only is worth noting.

Deps and pos-all seem to be relatively interchangeable - by themselves they
achieve similar accuracy, and also leaving one of them out does not make such
a big di�erence (compare Top 10 + pos-all + deps to Top 10 + pos-all or Top
10 + deps) but leaving both out brings the accuracy down by a lot (Top 10).
However, this di�erence is less pronounced when using the Top 50 as a base.
This is likely due to, as mentioned before, that the added functional words also
add syntactic information.

For the large dataset, here in Table 4.3 we see that the accuracies have
dropped compared to the small dataset however it can still be considered good
seeing that there are over 300 authors and at random the accuracy would be
magnitudes lower. We see that adding dependency and POS tag information
brings the accuracy up, and that it is valuable to have both. This is interesting
since they are both grammatical information modules, just with a di�erent
paradigm each. It might be so that one paradigm does not give all the
information needed for author attribution. For instance, with POS tags one
can know if a word is a noun, but unlike with dependency relations it is unable
to tell if it is a subject or an object.

Increasing the number of functional words up to 100 increased the accuracy
again, this time requiring a larger network. However, we see that the network
size e�ect on accuracy reaches a limit as the largest network is hardly better
than the second largest, for Top 100 + deps + pos.

The addition of POS 5-grams did not add much to the performance. This could
possibly be due to the sparsity of the 5-grams, or it could be that the ordering of
words do not play a major role in author attribution. Gamon (2004) achieved
good performance using POS 3-grams and the choice of n in n-grams here
might make a di�erence although it is not comparable due to their study using
only three authors. More research is needed to investigate the e�ect of di�erent
choices of n, and perhaps how the POS n-grams perform on their own.

Looking at the PCA plots of the smaller dataset (Figures 4.1 - 4.6), we can see
that authors which one would judge to be similar (similar time period, English
or American, philosophers, children’s writers) can be separated, sometimes
completely using just the two principal components. In the plot with all 25
authors the colors are not easily distinguished however it is visible that the
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philosophers are positioned distinctly and so are the poets. From this it seems
that the model does preserve similarity between authors. The other writers are
more di�cult to distinguish but one can see that they do form clusters. It is
important to keep in mind that the plot is just using two principal components
and the original embeddings are of dimension 96, hence explaining the high
accuracies obtained although the plot seems to be cluttered.

The plots of the larger dataset (Figures 4.7 - 4.9) show that similar authors are
now not linearly separable as was often the case in the smaller dataset. Still,
one sees that samples from the authors compared do have a di�erent centroid
and distribution and form clusters. It is worth noting that the two plots for
novelists show the samples occupying a similar space on the left side, while
the plot with the philosophers show that they occupy a completely di�erent
space on the right side.

How does the number of candidate authors a�ect author attribution?

The small dataset reached higher accuracies than the larger (Table 4.1 and 4.3).
This is expected since when the number of candidate authors grow, it is also
more likely that an author is similar to one of the others.

It is di�cult to compare the numbers of performance in this study to previous
studies, as the datasets used and thus number of candidate authors varies
greatly. As mentioned in Luyckx and Daelemans (2008), author attribution
studies with two, three, or a few authors has yielded accuracies over 95%.
In the author attribution part of their own study using lexical and syntactic
features and a variant of SVM, the 2-author task achieved an average accuracy
of 96.90% while in 20-author and 145-author the accuracy decreased to 76%
and 34% respectively. The results from this thesis showed that 69% accuracy
could be achieved on a 316 author dataset. This is an indication that some
combination of our general methodology, our feature generation, and our
dataset outperform previous studies.

How does using embeddings for author attribution compare to using the
raw feature vectors used as input to the neural network?

This study contributed to the field of stylometry by utilizing neural network
trained embeddings as a way of performing author attribution. Many previous
studies had used the raw features of word or syntactic tag frequencies to
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perform attribution, e.g. with SVMs. This study shows that using a neural
network to transform raw features into embeddings can increase performance.
For example, for the best model of the larger dataset using embeddings
increased performance by 13% (Table 4.3). This is in line with the feature
engineering approach used by many other machine learning fields. It has been
observed that 2 layers of feedforward network is already enough to generate
the embeddings and that a deeper network actually decreases the performance.

Interesting to note from the larger dataset is that networks using a sigmoid
activation function performed better than ones without. It stands in contrast
to the smaller dataset where adding a sigmoid function actually decreased
performance. The sigmoid function adds non-linearity to the transformation
of raw features into embeddings. An explanation could be that with the larger
number of authors and also larger number of fragments per author, the data is
not easily linearly separable. This is also seen in the plots of the larger dataset
as mentioned above. It shows one example of how methods used for author
attribution depends on the dataset and one method which works for one dataset
might not work for another.

How does a model trained for author attribution with triplet loss perform
on an author style similarity task?

For the user testing of author similarity, the validity of the method can be
questioned. We are trying to measure how well the models that perform
more or less well on author attribution, perform on author similarity. For this
purpose we are using human evaluation from a user test as the ground truth but
this is far from objective. In fact, the evaluation of how well a model performs
on author similarity can never be objective because there is no real ground
truth. Having said this, the method applied in this study is one way to attempt
this task for which there is no perfect solution.

The user test shows that there is not a big di�erence between how the two
models performed in author similarity (Table 4.4), even though the di�erence
between how they performed on author attribution is rather large (Table 4.3).
As seen in Table 4.4, the model that performs worse in attribution, Top 50,
in fact scores higher in author similarity in the cases of a higher threshold.
Since higher threshold means that the human evaluation is more reliable, it
could be said that the scores using higher threshold are also more correct. On
the other hand, some triplets might just have a smaller di�erence between the
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positive and the negative’s distance to the anchor and this might be reflected in
the answers of the user study. A 60% vs 40% outcome in one question might
mean that the triplet was more di�cult than one in which the outcome was
90% vs 10%, but that makes the answer no less valid. Also, using a higher
threshold the number of questions available is reduced and that also reduces
reliability.

In general, the user study shows that both models indeed perform better than
random and hence it could be said that they do manage to generate relevant
author style similarities, especially when looking at the scores with the highest
threshold. Using an 80% threshold, the Top 50 model gets almost always
the same answer as the humans do when judging which text is similar to the
anchor. It could be possible that a model which performs worse in attribution
can generate better similarities due to the embedding clusters being more
spread out, but to say this without speculation needs a more extensive user
test. Finally, it is needed to note that the size of the user study was very small
and the validity of the results are a�ected by this.

Also, as mentioned above for the plots, it seems that similar authors (e.g.
novelists) occupy a similar space and authors with more distinct writing style
such as philosophers and poets occupy another space. This also indicates that
the model is able to preserve similarity in addition to performing the author
attribution task.

General

The impact of translated work in the large dataset should be considered, as
translated work often mirror the style of the translator as well as or instead
of the style of the original author. Moreover, when extracting books to be
included in the large dataset only duplicates where the title matched exactly
were filtered out, meaning that sometimes books could appear more than once
if included in a collection.

The experiments reported here have a number of hyperparameters, the variation
space of which have not been exhaustively explored. Potential features remain
to be introduced into the process, and the experiment would benefit from being
extended to further datasets. Really ambitious researchers might attempt to
address some of the aspects brought up in the limitations of stylometry chapter,
to see what are the boundaries of what a computer can achieve.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Overall, the results from this study support the previous studies’ outcome
that syntactic modules increase the performance of author attribution models
that only use lexical features. Nevertheless, lexical features prove to be very
powerful and future studies could try to increase the number of functional
words even further. Future studies could also put more focus on using
linguistics to actually explain the phenomenon observed with the functional
words and syntactic modules.

The number of candidate authors a�ect attribution methods in that the higher
the number of candidates, the more di�cult it is to tell them apart and hence
perform attribution. The results from the smaller and larger dataset reflect
this. Over 90% accuracy was achieved with the smaller dataset of 25 authors.
However, it is worth noting that a 69% accuracy on the larger set of 316 authors
is still impressive as it is far larger than random.

The use of neural networks to transform raw features into embeddings proves
to be useful as it increased the performance, e.g. by 13% in the best model of
the larger dataset.

This study also made an attempt to evaluate whether models that perform
well in author attribution also perform well in author similarity. Although the
methodology is not a perfect attempt and the user test was very small at scale,
it generated some results that are interesting and that future work can build
on with e.g. larger user tests or di�erent methodology. The results indicate
that the models trained on author attribution with triplet loss are also able to
perform better than random on an author style similarity task that compares
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the model to human evaluation. In some cases the model performed almost
exactly as humans would judge style similarity.

It is worth remembering that this is a di�cult task, as author style can be said to
be rather intangible and is intuitively felt rather than computationally analyzed
by humans while reading. It is interesting that a quantitative method using
low level language features can achieve distinctive power, which is where the
current state of stylometry research is at. However it should be kept in mind
that many deeper stylistic patterns are undetected, providing much room for
further exploration.

In addition to the above academic contribution, the conclusions of this study
indicate that there is much potential for Storytel AB to utilize the work, to build
upon it and generate more customer value with an innovative recommender
system where author style is incorporated. Recommendations and ideas for
moving forward are found in Appendix C.
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Appendix A

Books used in the small dataset

Table A.1 – Author and title of books used in the small dataset
Author Title
Douglas Adams Long Dark Tea-Time of the Soul
J.K. Rowling Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban
Charles Dickens Oliver Twist
Jane Austen Emma
Jack London Children of the Frost
Bertrand Russell Mysticism and Logic and Other Essays
William Shakespeare Julius Caesar
William Shakespeare A Midsummer Night’s Dream
William Shakespeare Shakespeare’s Sonnets
Ernest Hemingway Farewell to Arms
George Orwell 1984
Mark Twain Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Virginia Woolf Orlando
C.S. Lewis The Chronicles of Narnia - Complete 7 Books in One Edition
John Locke An Essay Concerning Human Understanding
Chris Hedges American Fascists: The Christian Right and the War On America
Collin Wilcox The Lonely Hunter
Conan Doyle The Hound of the Baskervilles
Cornelius Ryan The Longest Day: The Classic Epic of D-Day
Dale Carnegie How to Win Friends and Influence People
David Hume A Treatise of Human Nature
Diamond Johnson Little Miami Girl
Ed McBain The Spiked Heel
Edgar Allan Poe Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque
Geo�rey Chaucer The Canterbury Tales
Mary MacGregor The Story of Greece
Napoleon Hill Think and Grow Rich!
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Appendix B

Feature modules

Table B.1 – Top 100 functional words
1-20 21-40 41-60 61-80 81-100
the this all think only
be but get my new
of from her come very

and they make than when
a his who more may
in she out about way
to or up now look

have which see last like
it as know your use

for we time me such
i an take no how

that say them other because
you will some give good
he would could just find
on can so should man

with if him these our
do their year people want
at go into also day
by what its well between
not there then any even
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Table B.2 – Dependency relations from spaCy
acl acomp advcl advmod

agent amod appos attr
aux auxpass case cc

ccomp compound conj csubj
csubjpass dative dep det

dobj expl intj mark
meta neg nmod npadvmod
nsubj nsubjpass nummod oprd

parataxis pcomp pobj poss
preconj predet prep prt

quantmod relcl xcomp

Table B.3 – POS tags from spaCy
ADD AFX CC CD
DT EX FW HYPH
IN JJ JJR JJS
LS MD NFP NN

NNP NNPS NNS PDT
POS PRR PRP$ RB
RBR RBS RP SYM
TO UH VB VBD

VBG VBN VBP VBZ
WDT WP WP$ WRB
XX
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Appendix C

Roadmap to application

The following steps are recommendations of how to use the work in this thesis
and of further research in an applied setting.

A/B testing of recommendations incorporating style

This is the natural next step as a small user study has been conducted in this
thesis yielding results with potential.

Investigate the partial overlap/similarity between authors and books

An experiment that was not done due to lack of time but nevertheless would
be very interesting is to investigate the partial overlaps between di�erent
authors or books. For example, taking two books, if we divide the book
texts into a large number of fragments and produce embeddings for them, it
is probable that a proportion of the fragments from one book would overlap
with a proportion of the fragments of the other book, but not all. What this
could mean is that some parts of an author’s work is similar in style with
another author’s work, even though the two are not similar as a whole. For
instance, perhaps the two books both contain chapters describing character
introspection, while the other chapters are completely di�erent. Although not
globally similar, this kind of partial similarity is still of interest to the reader,
e.g. one who likes psychological novels.
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Increase the number of functional words, add semantic features to the
feature set

Taking the best model from the large dataset, one could experiment with
even more functional words and also investigate semantic features, which is
something that this thesis did not do. However, as mentioned in the discussion
it is not yet conclusively established whether a model that performs better in
author attribution actually generates better style similarity.

Mood embeddings

During the process of this thesis it was pondered upon whether style also
incorporated some information about the mood of a book. However, in the end
the theory was that style and mood are two di�erent things, even though there
may be correlations. For instance, during the user test for style similarity most
users found the questions very di�cult, likely indicating that humans are not
intuitively very good at telling author styles apart from each other especially
when our definition of style is a reductionist one based on frequencies of
common words and syntactic structures. However, it should be easier for
humans to tell the mood of a book from another and to find similarities. Hence,
mood is probably also a stronger predictor of how much users would appreciate
the recommendations.

The mood could possibly be found in verbs and adjectives, for example there
are lists of verbs of motion, verbs of utterence, verbs of introspection, etc. and
adjectives can be grouped together based on the mood. Using these as features
and inspecting the similarities they generate may prove to be an interesting
experiment.

Exploring more relationships between embeddings

Inspired by the Word2Vec ability to find relationships between embeddings
such as: vec(“Madrid”) - vec(“Spain”) + vec(“France”) is closer to vec(“Paris”)
than to any other word vector, we can experiment with stylometric embeddings
and see if we also can find relationships. For example, we can check what is
the embedding that is halfway between two books, and see if this book is a
"hybrid". A reader would certainly like to find out which book is the style
combination of two of their favorite books.
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Customer value

Having style and possibly mood based recommendations may add to the value
proposition of a streaming service. The features can potentially be toggled on
and o� giving users the choice of what kind of recommendations they want
- the traditional recommendations based on user ratings, only style or mood
based, or a combination. Whether or not the user actually finds new interesting
books thanks to this recommender, the perceived value of the service may be
increased just by the option of being able to receive recommendations based
on style or mood.
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